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ABSTRACf

Several altemate systems for use in implementing the 911

emergency system :in Orange County, Florida were investigated.

The

proposed systems were compared with the already existing systems on
the basis of reliability, response time, and cost.

System re-

liability was the prime consideration of the study.
Flow charts of each system were fonnulated in order to

detennine the ftm.ctions required of equipment and humans.

The

rel1.ability was then detennined by examining the difficulty of the

tasks that each was required to perfonn.

Reliability models of

present and proposed systems were constructed.
By examining these models and comparing the reliabilities,

response times, and costs, the most adva.tl.tageous system configu-

rations were determined.

Trt~o

systems, Emergency Operator Call

Transfer and Emergency Operator Call Relay, were selected as the
most desirable; there were no appreciable differences in their
reliability, response time, and cost.
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GLOSSARY

Call Referral System, a system where a central emergency operator
refers the proper emergency agency operates telephone number
back to the citizen.
Call Relay System, a system where infonnation is relayed from the
calling citizen to the emergency operator by a intennediate
operator.
Call Transfer System, a system where the actual call is transferred
by an intennediate operator to the emergency agency operator.
Direct Dispatch System, a system where the emergency call directly
reaches the dispatcher operator.

Redundancy, the addition of non-essential parallel means of
accomplishing a frmction for the purpose of increased system
reliability.
Reliability, a proven consistency 1n providing successful results.
Reliability Block Diagram, the systematic arrangement of functions
(using a concise visual shorthand method) in the order that
they nrust be perfonued for successful system operating.
Stand- By Configuration, the ar-rangement of system blocks which
describes the operation undertaken in the event that the first
attempt at operation fails.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Purpose
In an emergency situation, it is necessary to summon help by
the most expedient and reliable method..

Thus, the method of the

shortest possible duration would be the most desirable.

As the

length of the telephone number selected for emergency use is
decreased, the dialing time and the number of failures (misdialed
ntnnbers) decrease.

The logical selection would be to free a

single digit for emergency use only.

The zero is rurrently over-

used mainly for operator as!;)isted long distance corm.ections.

If

the zero were changed to an emergency use only number, it would
remain overburdened

Wl. th

non- emergency callers who were unaware

of the change or refused to accept it.

Currently, the one on the

telephone is utilized for direct, long distance dialing.

Sim-

ilarly, a changeover using the single digit one for emergenc1
dialing would introduce complications not easily solveable.

Be-

cause the largest segment of population is concentrated in large
cities, the eight remaining

begim1~g

single digits must remain

free in order to accomodate the multitude of working user codes
necessary in a particular area code.

FoT each free begining

digit of a seven digit user code, one million different number

2

combinations can be realized.

Thus; if a single begjni?g

digit were reserved for emergency use only, the number of user
codes available would be decreased by one million.

S:imilarly a

two digit nlDTlber would decrease user codes by one hundred thousand.
The next option would be to choose a two digit

em~rgency

number, which depletes the available user codes by only ten
thousand.

The numbers selected would logically be the lowest

possible in order to shorten d1aling time and reduce the number of

misdials .

Many three dig;it codes are currently in use and un-

available for emergency use.

The digits 200 thru 219 and 300

thru 319. are used for local three digit area codes.
11 are designated as local directory assistance.
511 and 711 are local office codes.

ass1gned the mnnber 811.

The digits
The numbers

Local repair service is

911 is the next logical option in the

sequence of choosing the shortest number.

The prohibitive cost

factors involved in converting existing telephone company equlpment to free a three digit code were instrumental in influenc~g

the select 1 on of 911, (Eisenstadt n. d.) .

The digit location on

both dial and touchtone telephones and the relative eas·e with

wnich the code can be remembered weTe also important considerations.
Backgrotmd
'1he death rate from fires is approximately four times as
high in the United States as in Great Britain."

Similarly, the

3

crlmln l apprehension rate 1s also much lower in the United

C ine- One- One" and Commnnication Centers,

States

1970}.

The

three digit national emergency telephone numoer used in Great
Brita:in must be, at least, partial ly responsible.

The need for

a nationvide emergency telephone numoer was first recolfnized
. P

1n

Great Britain with the establishment of "9.99" on a national
scale.
ith

Many other conntries ha:ve s·ince provided their citizens

irnilar Lmifom emergency telep one numbers.

'900"

Denmark engages

emp oys nll9" .

(U.S .

~

000"

Belgium uses

Sweden utilizes "900", and Japan

E~ecutive

Office of the President.

o Telecommtmications Policy 1973) .

Office

Since one half of the

te ephones of the world are located in the United States, it
follo · that more emergencies would be reported. by telephone
th

ed St tes (U.S. Executive Office of the Present.

o

ommunic tions Pol·ce 1973).

nwrb

e

Ln

Office

Therefore, a telephone

nough to remember under stress and short enough to

dial q ickly 1vould be beneficial in reducing the danger posed by
em

gency situ tions in the United States.

In addition,economic

ond .tions are placing increasing pressures on emergency service
gencies to either increase available services or to increase their
efficiency .
that

Consequently, local municipalities are realizing

more practical method of f urnishing these services is

needed.
In 1967 the Presidents Commission on Law Enforcement and

4
Administrative Justice recommended that a nniversal
telephone number be established for police

em~rgency

em~rgencies,

This

generated sufficlent interest to stimulate the implementa,tipn o,£
a single emergency telephone number.

The .American Telephone and

Telegraph Company anncnmced, in 1968;. that the number "9.11''
auld oe made available for nationwide is as the

telephone number

C

ine--One~One''

e~ergency

and Co.mmunications Centers 1970) ,

/v:L independent telephone company servmg Haley Valley,
~aba)l)a

in 1968

implemented the first work0g system·iutiliz)?g
' .me . . Q e-.Qne 0 and Corgmunications Centers 1970) ,

911

II .

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Objective
In order to complement a 911

em~rgency

system within an

already existing communication.S network an integration system :must

be

e eloped..

Prohibiti Te costs and the nonavailability of

o n..l.:,t · c 1:ed eq i_ ment have hindered the progress in establishing
the

utomatic selecti re routing of telephone calls.

1

There-

ore , lt is necessary to design practical substitute systems that
su fice during the interbn.

1n

e~r

This paper examines several

t·on systems capable of converting an existing operation

to one

or

o

ib e to

effecti e

~~

ideal or perfect system is virtually

ttain but these proposed systems will ease the

t

t on to a 911 emerbency system (_Eisenstadt n. d.).

note

th t these different 911 integration systems may be more

a
en

table de

endin~

upon the existing system.

It is

The decision

recommended s ·stem should he evaluated on the basis of

reliability, response time " and cost.
The purpose of tlris researw1. is to develop reliability
model~ of several

County Flor ·da.

911 system configurations proposed for Orange
Typically, costs and response time are the

dec is ion variables considered; hrnvever, it is slilimitted

6
that reliabilit
e.~ercised

1s equally important.

to detemine the configuration most desirable from a

reli bi ity standpoint .

This information can . then be integrated

into t e decision proces s.
<leak

1he models will be

Also, the models will identify the

oints of each configuration in that they can be corrected.
Agencies Involved
Local political competition linter and intra)

am~ng

public

a encies can be a serious deterrent to installation of an

sa e

oper ti e e ergency telephone syst em (U.S. Ex:ecutive Office of

e P esident .

Initi 11
IiiUS

Office of Telecommunications Policy 1973).

the problem among municipalities and county agencies

be a

ressed.

e e hone

In

ddition, the development of an emergency

·er mg service must ha\ e the cooperative partici-

pat ion o all s fety agencies contained in a conummi ty,.
o e er
o

vh n
Poli

ce

e ch

gency

Typically,

especially the fire department and the

epart ent, is reluctant to relinquish its individuality

is atching resources
de

ercent o

or

handlincr complaint information.

rtrnents argue that their agencies receive ~ighty - five
the service calls

t

Fire departments contend that

·fiile the police department does ~eceiye the majority of the
call

ost of them do not demand immediate attention as do most

c lls re . uirina0 emeraencv medical treatment or fire fighting
0

equipment
se

ice v-oul

,.

Bee use the implementation of an emergenc; telephone
introduce outside personnel for deciphering, and

trans erring emergency call r infonnation, local safety agencies
e

an incre se in misttkes

They f ear that the 911 emergency

7

operators would not be as familiar with jurisdictional boundaries
as the operators employed by each agency, and possible dispatch
equipment to an incorrect location, or dispatch safety .a gency
serv1ces where they have no jurisdiction.

Responsibility would

be more difficult to establish when error results.

The safety

agencies are not likely to accept responsibility where lawsuits
are involved.

The resultant consideration amo:ng the safety

agencies and local government is cost.

The municipalities are

reluctant to sanction the implementation of an emergency system
where the cost to the community would increase.

Property

d~ge

and personal injury suits could increase cost in the fonn of
legal fees.

The possiBle loss of jobs could increase rmemploy.,.

mm t insurance.

The purchase of the added equipment needed for

the new system would also increase community costs.
solution to the cost problem

IS

q.u ite simple.

The

There would not

be a loss of jobs because some of the ;present system personnel
will be retained as a Back-up system, and the rest of the

present system personnel will be used for the new system~
addition

In

the new system is proposed to increase efficiency

and thus legal costs would decrease.

The new hardware needed

. auld increase costs, but not as significantly as the municipal
governments and safety agencies believe.
To improve the chances of developing a workable 911 system,
all public safety agencies, contained in a conrrmmity, should be

8

presented, in advance, with complete installation procedure
plans.

They should also be, periodically, infonned of any ch8:Jlges

in plans that may directly affect them. Task force .meet:i:ng

should include a representative from each safety agency involved,
the meeting should also include a telephone company representative

and representatives from concerned citizens_ groups who wish to
attend.
The police
j ority of

th~

departmen~

and fire departments recelve the

They constitute the main

emergency calls.

portion of an emergency system,

Hospitals, ambulance services,

poison control, drug abuse, suicide prevention, civil defense,
t

eather warning

United States Secret Service, and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation

must also be included

in an emergency

telephone answering network.
Existing Systems

In cmrent telephone

~ystems ~

where the emergency number

has not been installed, an emergency caller will usually dial
:ero \'/hen not ce.rtain of

'~ch

answering operator or the

seyen

call~g

~igit

numbe-r to dj:al.

The

Cltizen must then make a call

to the emergency agency which increases response time and
operational complexity

Since the telephone operator is not

specifically trainea for emergency :response only, further complications may resultc
A system, where the operator passes emergency infonnation

9

to the proper safety agency but does not permit the caller to speak
directly to the safety agency, is referred to as a call relay
system.

This type system could be beneficial if the operator were

very highly tra1ned.
When the operator receives an emergency call, determjnes
the emergency type, and transfers the call to the appropriate
safety agency, the system is referred to as a call transfer system .
The calling party can interact directly with the respondmg agency

nile the operator can simultaneoL5ly contact additional safety
if they are necessary

a encies

In communities where the emergency telephone number has been
installed, the emergency answering operator replaces the telephone
oper tor.

Because the

gency situations

em~rgency

oeprators are trained for

emer~

they are more familiar with the incidents that

they encounter and the system will be inherently more reliable.

If an emergency caller contacts a directory assistance
operata

to obtain a safety agency telephone number, this type

of operation is called call referral"

I

an emergency telephone report~g plan funnels all calls

to a central emergencr operat:ing center whj_ch dispatches the

necessary emergency· equ:i.pment directly, the method is known as a
direct dispatch system,
System Integration
Generally, local emergency service jurisdictions and

10
telephone company central office boundaries do not coincide.
(U.S. Executive Office of the President.
connmmications Policy 1973).

Office of

Tele~.

If they did a single emergency serEm~rgency

vice center could be establ1shed for each community,

calls would automatically reach the proper emergency service
center and the emergency operators would be familiar with the

serv1ce area.

The operators could a.e-t as combined operator --

dispatChers and save the time of relaying information to tne
dispatcher

Because portions of more than one community are some-

times served by a single telephone central office. (U.S. Executive

Off1ce of the President 7

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1973). It may be advantageous to construct a single

em~rgency

corrunt.nUcations center to process the calls from the entire region.

The emergency communications operator would be required to determine from which mun1cipali ty a call has originated and the :imme-.
diate loc tion of the em~rgency in order to spec1fy which emergency agency presides over that !?ection.

To accomplish this task,

considerable modif1cation of exist:ipg equipment and personnel
trainillg policies would be Tequired by both the affected emer-

gency· agencies and the involved telephone companies.
The legal

financial, operational, teChnical and political

problems encountered when install~g emergency communications
systems make eadi situation llllique (JJ.S. Executive Office of the

President

Office of Teleco1liDlUllicat1ons Policy 1973).

A1 though

· 11

each case is different, the basic structure can be generalized and
classified in order to aid in future emergency system implemen-=tations.

The common patteTI1.S can be categorized and analyzed in

order to select the appropriate integrating system capable of most
effectively facilltating the case encountered.
Reliability/Response Time/Cost Trade-Off

Emergency response time is relative to each partirular

emergency :incidence.

A decrease in Tesponse time increases the

probability of preventing a disaster..

time be?

How low must the response

In emergency situations, where human injuries and lives

are involved, the response time must be as low as possible.

By

definition, as the system xeliability decreases, the system
f ilure rate increases.

When a system failure occurs, no response

will follow in that particular mode of operation, therefore,
deere as ed response time lvould not be a useful consideration.
second response may follow in another TI}Ode of operation.
would increase the response time.

A

This

The response time would then

be mode one response tme to .f ailure, plus the delay enco1mtered
1.mtil a second response is ,initiated, plus mode two response

time to

completion~

Because a system failure may drastj.cally

increase response time, ·reliability should be the prime consideration when implementing an em~rgency communicat.ions system.
In selecting an Integrating system configuration , a tradeoff may result between rel1ability respon..se t:ime, and cost.

The

12
Emergency agency response must be both reliable and inmediate,

Because the· response time depends upon the reliability, a
reliable system configuration should be established and
sequently response time should be improved.

~ighly

sub~

II I . SYSTEM

ODELS

Functional Description
The frmctional flo\tf charts demonstrate the specific fnnctional
actions performed By the individuals involved in the transferrence
of information in an emergency state
identi

These were generated to

the interdependence of the system elements.

Fi 0 ure 1 illustrates a present use method of operation.

F;irst,

e citizen must recognize the emergency incident location,
detennine vhat type assistance is necessary, and what particular
::,encies ha e juris iction.

mergency

He must

then

locate the current

aency telephone numbers before be. can dial the seven

di it number.

It is assumed that in the number location function,

th corre t emergency agency number is called.

The calling

citizen may be required to dial more than one sequence of seven
d1 it numbers due to incorrect dial;ing, reaching an improper

emergency agency

or the necessity of multiple agency assistance.

Due to the complexity of his task, the citizen~ in this case, is
assigned a reliability

Rcl = . 9.6.

Two emergency agency operators are included in the flow
d1 rt to d monstrate calls requiring multiple agency assistance
which is frequent in emergency situations.

The different flow

14
p ths establish

hat the additional emergency agencies can be

slliTDlloned e "ther by the citizen of by the agency operators.
emer~ency

the

Each

agency operator must detennine incident location, and

e assistance required before the proper equipment can be

isp tched.

Because t he

em~rgency

agency operator is more fami-

liar with emergency call situations and the equipment available
to

im s impl. fies his function

R = 99 .
0

his reliability is assumed to be

15
•

J

CITIZEN FUNCTION
RECCXiNI ZE INCIDENT
OOSERVE INCIDENT LOCATION
REALIZE AGENCIES I~NOLVED
SPECULATE JURISDICTION
LOCATE TELEffiONE
LOCATE NUMBERS

IAL (7 DIGIT'S)
t-----t---1

r----ir------t---1_

IAL (7 DI GI'TS)

IAL ( 7 DIG ITS)

. AG_ENCY OPERATOR ··FUNCfiON

-SWER FHONE
--------- ~ CERTAIN CALL NATURE
~8· "'CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
OONFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
~ETERJVITNE J\SS I STANCE NATIJRE
~ETERMINE IF PROPER AGENCIES
HAVE BEEN .OTIFIED
~llt-N

CALL PROPER AGENCIES

-

--,

SECOND OPERATOR'S FUNCTION
SWER IBCNE
CERTA1N CALL NATIJRE
CERTAIN CALL WCATION
CQ\lFIRM CALL JURISDICI'ION
-----lliJETERMINE ASSISTANCE NAWRE ....,__------f
.______,&II{)ETERJviTNE IF PROPER AGENCIES...,._---~
HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED
CALL PROPER l\GENC'f'
1

lliiRD OPERATOR FUNCTION
SWER IHONE
r------e:~PU"""CERTAIN CALL NAWRE
1-------1...,:1..o...; CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
ffiNFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
TERlvliNE .ASSISTANCE NA1URE ·
~-------~.,

Figure 1.

Citizen - Dialed Functional Flow Olart
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.Another existing method of obtaining the proper emergency

assistance is by dialing 0.

The citizen need not look for nu.mbers,

detennine departmental jurisdiction, or even know his location

before dialing.

However, an additional set of fliDctions is

introduced because the telephone company operator is added to the
system.

This operator may relay or transfer an

em~rgency

call

to the proper safety agencies.
If the call relay option (Fj.g. 2) is chosen, the telephone
company operator JTTilSt deteunine incident location departmental

jurisdication, and assistance required.

This infonnation is then

passed on the emergency .agency operator through the telephone

company operator
bas ~s

The telephone company operator decides, on the

of hat information the citizen has supplied, which agencies

are necessary, since the citizen's task is greatly simplified and
he must remember and dial only a single digit his reliaoility
= , 9_9 is increased. Although the functions perfonned by the
2
elephone company operator and emergency· .agency operator are the

Rc

same, the emergency agency operator ;is :more highly trained.
:indicates that the telephone company operator's reliability
RtoT =

9 8 is slightly lower.

This

17

CITIZEN FUNCTION
RECOGNIZE I CIDENT
LOCATE TELEPHONE

IAL 0, 911

OPERATOR FUNCTION
..--.Q.I\ISWER H-IONE
,__...tl..""'~ CERTAIN

CALL NATURE
,CERTA1 CALL LOCATION
_ETERMINE CALL JURISDICTION
TERMINE AGENCIES REQUIPJ3D
,__..,..----.-----1 ONTACr AGENCIES
,.___.8

GENCY OPERATOR FUNCTION
t------a.-A

1\lSWER H-ICNE

CERTAIN CALL NATURE
~------.....u: CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CCNFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
TERMINE ASSISTANCE NATURE
TERJ\.ITNE IF PROPER AGENCIES

1---.a...n.

HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED
CALL PROPER AGENCIES
SECOND AGENCY FUNCTIQ.\1

,____

__,..,,_,ANSWER FHCNE
! - - - - - - - t . l : CERTAI
CALL NATURE
~-~...asCERTAI
CALL LOCATION
CONFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
~1INE PSS IST.ANCE NATURE _._
~------~~.-c ETERMINE IF PROPER AGfNCIFS
HAVE BEEN NafiFIED
CALL PROPER AGENCIES
1HIRD AGENCY FUNCTION
~-------....uNSWER

lliONE
J-------~: CERTAIN CALL NATURE
~--------~-....CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CONFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
...___ _ _..,.,.DE1ERMINE ASSISTANCE NATURE

Figure 2,

....
~

--

....

--..

Call Relay . . Functional Flow Olart
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I
(Fi .

he telephone company operator transfers an emergency call
) , incident

as ist

jurisdiction~

and the

ce req ired must again be detennined oefore the call can

be transferred.
th

ocation, departmental

However, in this instance, the citizen presents

mergency information directly to eaCh agency operator are

presented differently but remain the same.

Therefore, the human

reliabilities Rc 2 and RtO do not change from those of Fig. 2.
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CITIZEN FUNCTION
RECOrniZE INCIDENT
LOCATE TELEPHONE
..--DIAL 911 ' 0
--

OPERATOR FUNCTION
-

-

FHONE
CERTAIN CALL NATURE
,___..a ..... CERT.AIN CALL LOCATION
ETERMINE CALL JURISDICTION
-ETERMINE ft~GENCIES REQUIRED
DIAL AGENCY (S)
------.
~----a~-.u 1'\ISWER

FIRST

GENC'l FUNGriON

NSWER mcm
-'-" . . . CERTAIN CALL NATURE
~_tl...., CERTAI
CALL LOCATION
CONFIRM CALL JURISDICTIO
TErovrrNE ASSISTANCE NATURE

ETEHMINE IF PROPER AGENCIES
HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED
CALL PROPER AGENCIES
SECOND AGENCY FUNCTION

_ SWER H-IONE
_ CEP.TAIN CALL NATURE
CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CONFIH , CALL JURISDICTION
.' lB'IERMINE .ASSISTANCE NATIJRE
ETEPJ\1INE IF PROPER AGENCI ,.............:;~
HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED
CALL PROPER AGENCIES
'lliiRD AGENCf F1JNCfiON
.ANSWER FH03E
-··-CERTAlli CALL NATURE
~u~,...._-· cERTAIN CALL lDCATION
CONFIRl\1 CALL JURISDICTION
lETERMrNE .ASSISTANCE NATURE ,..__....___....

F1gure 3.

Call Transfer

~

PLm.ctional Flow Chart

zo
If the three digits 911 are substituted for the single digit
0, the basic functional structure for aall relay, (Fig. 2) and
call transfer (Fig. 3) systems is not altered.

dial

thr~ee

The citizen must

digits :instead of one digit which minutely increases

the dialing ftmction time.

dea mg, only, with

The operator becomes

em~rgency

~

specialist,

calls ; although the emergency func-

'

tions that he is required to perform are identical to those of
the te ephone company operator.

He is trained how to quickly and

accurately extract pertinent information from a citizen who is

tmder stress.

The more specialized training of the answering

operator lowers the possibility that mistakes will be made and
this raises reliability

dur~g

!1:o =

• 99 infonnation transmission.

The response time will also be lowered because the emergency use

only operators are more available to the citizens.
ftmction has not changed.

The citizen

He must now dial three digits but this

does not significantly decrease his reliability.

The citizen is

again ass1.gned a reliability value of Rc3 = .99.

Another suggested method of providing emergency service is
by the use of the call referral system (Fig. 4) .

_As in Figures

2 and 3 the citizen would dial all without poor lmowledge of
incident location, departmental jurisdiction, or the type emer-

gency assistance required.

The emergency operator would perfonn

the same functions as those of the emergency operator of
Figures

o. 2 and 3 except that the emergency telephone number

.21

is

ueferred back to the citizen instead of being directly

cormected by the operator.

From this point the functions per-

formed are similar to those of Figure No. 1 where the citizen
finds the emergency agency number in a directory.

The referral

operator's function is limited to .feedback to the calling citizen;
therefore, hls relia15llity is high

R:Eo

= • 99.

He does not

corrmnmicate with the emergency agency personnel.

The functions

I

of the citizen Become more complicated than those of the call
relay and call transfer of .Figures 2 and 3, but remain les-s
complex than those of th.e citizen dialed system of Figure 1,
reliability falls between the two,

Rc4 = .98.

His
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CITIZEN FUNCTION
RECCXiNIZE INCIDENT
l.DCATE 1ELEIHONE
r--DIAL 911
l LIST NUlviBER (S)

....---.~.-! - DIAL (7 DIC3ITS)
_...,_,____DIAL (7 DIGITS)
-.:...-..,.___.----1· IAL ( 7 DIGITS)

...

911 OPERATOR FUNCfiON
FHONE
~(1\o,.-CERfAIN CALL NATUHE
CERTAI CALL LOCATION
TERMINE CALL JURISDICTION
TP.JThfiNE .ASSISTANrn NATUHE

LOCATE 'REQUIRED AGENCY NUMBER (S)
REFER NUMBER (S) TO CITIZEN _ ____..
AGENCY OPERATORS FUNCITCN'
FHONE
CALL NATIJRE
CERTAI CALL .LOCATION

~--~u... . . CERTAIN

ONFiro CALL

~SDICTION

1ERMINE PSSISTANCE NATURE

I

~TERMINE IF PROPER .AGENCIES
HAVE BEEN OTIFIED
CALL P ·oPER AGE· CIES
SECDND AGENCf FUNcriCN

SWERFHONE
CERTAIN CALL "·!ATURE
1-----i.-A."'~CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CCNFIF.M CALL JURISDICTION

1---___.-A.

:.---~TERMI~TE

ftSS ISTANCE NATURE

~

------1
<llllill""''lS---

1
.-:Q'---~

-----nE'IERMINE IF PROPER AGFNCIES ...
HAVE BEEN aTIFIED
CALL PROPER AGENCIES

I

'IHIRD AGENCY FUNCTION
I

CERTAIN CALL NATIJRE
_. . I
CERTAIN CALL . LOCATICN
~
CCNFIRM CAlL JURISDICfiON
-- I1 I
·- ---iltflETERMINE ASSISTANCE NATURE -4- - -----~--------tl!!...o

Figure

.

Call Referral -. Functional Flow Qlart
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When the telephone company operator of Figures 7, 8, and 9
is replaced with a specialized central emergency operator the

margin for error and the time to extract essential infonnation
are reduced.

If the specialized -central emergency operator and

the emergency agency operator are combined into a si?-gle answering
operator the system efficiency further improves.

The set of

telephone company operator perforwed functions are omitted.

The

information flow then resembles that of Figure 1 where the citizen
directly contacts the emergency agency operator.

However, more

functions are perfonned by the citizen of Figure 1.

The citizen,

of the direct di patch. system of Figure 51 must merely dial an
easily remembered· three digit number without having to detennine
the proper emergency assistance number from a directory of call
r

erral personnel.

Res is assigned the value .99.

Furthermore,

-ince the emergency answering operator and the dispatcher are
ambined into one .individual capable of dispatching the necessary
emergency assistance equipment~ tiLe need to contact additional
agencies is erased.

The ta,sks required of this individual become

more complicated~ but his level of training is higher; thus R0 D
is assigned the value . 9.9..,

Because the necessary personnel and

the fmct1ons that they perfonn in the direct dispatch system
re minimal, the system possesses the capacity to exhibit the
maximrnn model efficiency
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CITIZEN FUNCTION
RECOGNIZE INCIDENT
WCATE 1ELEPHONE

IAL 911
911 OPERATOR . DISPATrnER
I--IIIIIIONSWE.R IHCNE

.--------. CERTAI . CALL NATIJRE
CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CCNFIRM CALL JURISDICTION
'''ffiro4INE ASSISTANCE NA'IURE
DISPATlli PROPER EQUIFMENT'
L ffiBRECI' OPERATOR~DISPATGIER
I

SEcot·. D OPERATOR - DISPATCRER
-

-

-

.-----...... ... .· WER PHONE

CERTAI CALL NATURE
CERTAIN CALL LOCATION
CDNFIIM CALL JURISDICI'ICN
ETERMINE ASSISTANCE NATIJRE
DISPATffi PROPER EQUIPMENT

....----~

Figure 5

Direct Dispatch ... Functional Flow Chart
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During the examination of each functional flow chart,
expected emergency response tlTiles can be speCl!lated by inspecti:ng
the difficulty of the required functions -and the number of ~unctions
necessary to complete the · emergency response.

The expected duration

of each individual task can be predicted from previous records,
Since each emergency response alternative exhibits several possible ·

paths that the response may follow when multiple agency responses
are necessary, the response time may vary widely according to the
assistance required.

The expected response time is that which is

robable or occurs the most frequently, but the path

the most

demonstrating the greatest response time must be foremost wh.en
dealing

ith emergencJ.es .

If the most time consuming routes for

each emergency scheme are compared, the differences in response
imes become more obvious.

The individual response times necessary

to perfonn each emergency ftmction have not been listed because
each c

· ty is unique and the recorded times would not be

accur te. ·

The average response time for emergenc1es encountered in
Orange County is three to five minutes.

In this text, a response

must occur within five minutes of an incident to be considered a

success.
System Configurations for Study
When an emergency telephone number is installed, the present
means of reporting emergencies, diali?g 411 for directory

26

as istanc

referral, dialing 0 for the telephone company relay

tran fer

or

d dialing the sevel digit agency number will,. generally,

be ret ined as back up systems.

The system models of these pre-

sent emergency re orting methods have been illustrated in order
to demonstrate their weaknesses and the advantages in modi£ying
their structure to a 911
I

t

ern~rgency

configuration.

eliabilit) diagrams, each el ement of the possible

e

stem configurations is displayed in a block which

cy

e re ents its reliability

The different system model block dia-

ms cont.ain basically the same elements but they are arranged

o

iffe ent configurations,

1n

am 1s modified by the introduction of parallel structure

ch

1

( ct

e

edood

e

c

. bili
s
1e

The

e n

The difference in reliability of

cy )_ and switching sequences

dec is ion devices ,

loops (all forms of standby redLIDdancy) .

The re-

each human in olved in each different configuration
signed according to the complexity of the tasJ:s that

is r qui ed to perfonn .

(_Sc..h.ool of Aerospace Medicine 1971).

egree of training of the answering operators also partially

d termines their reliability

Each block d~agram begins with

ci.ti:.en and continues to the point of emergency dispatch.
abbre · tions used ·
Tab

The

the reliability models are displayed in
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TABLE 1

RELIABILITY DIAGRAlvi ABBREVIATIONS

Reliability element

.fthbreviation

Citizen

CIT

Telephone

TEL.

Telephone System

TEL. SYST.

Telephone Operator

TEL. OP.

Telephone Line

TEL. LIN.

Imo:rma.tion Line

INF.,

Recorder

REC.

Digital Computer

DIG. CCM.

Video Display

VID. DIS.,

Keyptmch

KEYP.

Keyptmch

Operaoor

Emergency Operator

gency Operator

L1N~

KEYP. OP .
:&1: . OP.

AG. OP.

DIS:P.

Dispatcher Operator

OP~

Dispatcher

DISP~

Other Agency

or.

Agency Cto response}

AG.

AG.
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The first case considered is the present system where a

citizen, in an emergency situation, dials a 7

~igit

number to reach. the appropriate emergency agency!

telephone
~igure

represents the reliability block diagram for this system.
call is initiated

oy

the citizen.

It follows a path

6
The

thr~ugh

the citizen telephone and telephone system; to the respondj.ng
ag~cy

operator telephone and recorder, and responding .a gency

operator; then an the to the dispatcher; and finally

thr~ugh

the

internal agency workings 1 which. remain constant throughout all
cases

considered~

jurisdiction is

TWo decision blocks are encountered.

correct~

If the

no switching occurs and the emergency

call follows it$ nonnal path, but, if the jurisdiction is incorrect, the responding agency operatdlr must contact the proper
a ety agency.

The other dec is ion is whether the given infor-

mation is correct,
responding

hen the given infonnation is correct, the

agency operator either re--=checks the facts with the

calling citizen or opens the S\vitch ·which plays back the recorded
conversation,

The recorder and the telephone of the -respond.i?g

agency are connected actively parallel,
operators and

no

Two responding agency

dispatChers are represented by a redundent

circuit with a switc.hi?g device,

This represents standby re-

dundancy where the second operator or dispatcher will take oyer

if the first fails ,

This is typical

of a supenrisor assuming

29

command if the operator or dispatcher has difficulty.
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Oa..

I

c(O
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Call relay and call transfer routines are similar in

structure.

Because telephone company operators are more profi-

cient than the general population when making comrm.mications

cormections Cdialing, etc.) , procedures where the citizen must
do the least arnormt of dialing would be more efficient.

Call relay

and call transfer routines require the identical amrn.mt of dialing

and operator connections.

A central emergency operator rust also

extract the same infonnation from the caller in each of two

dif erent schemes

If a call relay system is implemented, the

central operator passes the. giyen infonnation to the safety agency
operator~,

Because the original incident facts pass through ano-

ther individual 1 the infonnation becomes secondary and loses

some of its reliability.

However, response times should be low:

because the emergency operator is highly trained for extracting
per inent information 1n stress situations.
s stem

In a call transfer

the c~tizen repo;rt:ing the e..mergency incident speaks

1rectl to safety

agen~ operator~

His information is primary,

but 'hen repeating the incident ~nformation, he may f~rget which
facts have been reported,

Because the general population is not

s ec fically tra1ned for e.meTgencies, citizens are not as efficient as the ope-rators when they are in stress situations.
Therefore~ response times for emergencies requiring

a s.i?gular

response would tend to be hJ.gh in the call transfer scheme.

But,

because the central operator Temains free after the transfer of

32
the citizen to the agency operator to contact other safety

agenc1es, response times for emergencies

requir~g

multiple

responses are more favorable with the call transfeT scheme .
The telephone company call relay configuration (_Fig. 7)

retains all the elements of F1g. 6,

In addition,

a telephone

operator and telephone constructed with a standby teleplwne
operator and telephone are interjected in series between the

citizen and the respond1ng _agency.

Another telephone system

block is added to exhibit the re-:use of the telephone system

after the telephone operator is contacted.
The telephone company call transfer system is also demonstrated 1n F:ig · 7.

The block elements are identical to

those of the telephone company call relay system.

However,

the path follCMed is not as direct as in the telephone company

call re ay s stem.

The call feeds back from the telephone

compan operator to the citizen then continues forward to the
1 espon

· ng

gency operator.

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
:

I

I

F;gure 7. Telephone Company Operator Call Transfer and
Call Relay Reliability Model

'L-----~--------..J

I
I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I

1

l

I
I
I
I

t
I

I

I

,----------- - ------- ~ ,

lN

lN
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The ce,ntral emergencr

(~Ill operator call
-

relay and call
'

transfer sChemes (Fig. 8) replace the telephone company operator

with the 911 emergency operator.

The use of a dig;ital computer

in the emergency system introduces new elements.

They are:

o keyp1mches (standby); two keypunch operators (Standby},
two video displays (standby); the lines from the keypunch to

the computer and from the computer to the Vldeo display; and
l.IDi t Itself .

radio t:rans:rnitter and receiver, and a hot line

(dedicated to emergency calls only) are also added :in a standby
tructure.
in acti e

The hot line and the digital computer are constructed
parallel~

umerous elements are added when a call relay or call
transfer des· gn is modified foT use ;in a 911

em~rgency

system,

Since t , ese supplemental blocks are -linked in redtmdant con-

fl

b

r tio

, their addition inJproves the system effectiveness

pro i ,· ng sys tern checks and backups,
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A call referral

sy~tem

using an information telephone

nt.ll1lber for emergencies · only would be slightly more efficient
than dialing a dire·c tory assistance operator because of the

increased training of the

than dialing Q

em~rgency operator~

but less efficient

The call referral emergency reporting JJJethod

inherently possesses the slowest response time and greatest
chance for error.

The caller must dial the three digit

number to ontain the seven

~git

em~rgency

responding agency number.

He

may dial incorrectly fo_r get the refeTral IUlll)ber, misinterpret
the operator, or request improper as·sistance.
contact ,.nth the

operator~

If he has lost

he IlJU.St repeat the referral process.

The only adyantage of this system is the reduction of non ...
emergency calls that reach the emergency

a~encies.

The call referral system proposed in Fig. 9 daes not eliminate any elements that are presently in use in Figures 6 and
The return path oack to the citizen requj.ring him to

re-dial a 7 digit number reduces the reliability because the new
path is actually an added series link.
opt1on

is not considered an

DI1pTt:)Ved

Thus, the call referral

system, but is included

to display its ineffectiveness as a valid alternative.

-- ·--

.

- -~

_.,._ --·--

Figure 9. Call Referral Reliability Model

· --··
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The central emergency .telephone operator and the emergency
agency operator became the

system.

s~e

individual in a direct dispatCh

Since only a s i?gular call is made and an operator is

eleminated

the system efficiency is greater than a call relay or

call transfer scheme the drrect dispatdt system (Jig. 101 possesses
basically the same hardware as that of the· pres·ent method where

the citizen dials a seyen digit

em~rgency

Il1..m)ber.

The difference

is that the calling citizen nll.lSt perfonn a -minimum of tasks before

he dials the emergency rrumber in direct dispatch.

He is not

quired to detennine location, jurisdiction, or look up a telephone number..
est

Thus~

the direct dispatch system possesses the

esponse time and the }\ighest rel:lability value.

low~

However,

th"s scheme is not feasible in every location,. and is po!itically
difficult to implement

The area serviced by the emergency center

cannot be excess± ely large 7 because the dispatChers will lose

credibility in pinpointing eme.r gency incident locations,

lO demonstrates that the direct

di~·patch

Figure

system is the least

complicated of the systems. (_least number of elements in reliability

diagram

and most reliable.

Figure 10. Direct Dispatch Aeli.ability Model

roTl

~

~
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Table- lists the elements used in the reliabilttymodels,
the symbols representi?g them in the resulting reliability .
equat ons and the numerical values assigned to them.
lues

s

ssi

d rd

The reliability

ed to physical equipment were estimated from military

alu s r tes for a

ive minute period of s imilar equipment .

. S. Department of De ense lg67l.
TABLE 2
RELIABILI

S ·IBOLS AND VALUES

liabilitv Element
Tel phone
Te e one S

tern

ecord

Cl

R ..
RC3
RC
RCS

RTO
REO
0
RKO
RDO
Rffi
R
RKP

c

:RTL

RIL
RO
G

Clti~en

( ial g ncy)
Citi e (dial o erator)
Citizen (di 1 operator)
Citi~en

(dial operator)
Citiz n (dial oper tor)
Telephon Operator

Emergency Operator
Agency Operator
Key unCh Operator
Dispatcher-Operator
Disp tcher
Video Displ y
Keypunch

Di it 1 omputer
Telephone Line
Infonn tion Line
Oth r g ncy (internal)
gency (internal)

.Assigned Value
.99
.99
. 99
.96
.99
.99
.99
.99
.98
.99
~99

.99
.99
.99
~99

.99
. 99
.99
~99

.99
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e rn thew.at ·cal combination of uvo sets of independent

elements simplifies the schematic and r eliab ility equation of
The formula for the prob ability of success of " either

Figure 6 .

two elements in an active parallel arrangement

or" o

1\,z = 1\ + Rz

-~

Rz

lS

used.

CARl C Research Corp., 1964)

substitut ing
(1)
=

9 + • 9.9 - . 99 (_. 9. 9)

=

999

Hhen coir.Dining several independent elements in a series,

e

1:0

la

or the probability of success of all elements is

ed.
• .R

n

(AIU C Res e ar ch Corp., 1964)

ubstit T.ing

Ras

= Ren RrP Rrs
=

Ra_

= .. 96

Rr

=

p

(2)

11-s

( 99) (_. 99)

Rmc R o

- . 999 (. 99)

= . 9899

.(3)
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Figure number 6 reduces to :

/,--.------1111~ OA

....___ _ _....,~ OA

Figure 11.

Figure 6

~

Simplification

The mathematical combinating of several sets of parallel redtmdant switching elements further simplifies the equation.

for the standby redundancy value of two switching elements

onnul
is

The

impl~ented .

P.C = S itch contact probability = • 9999

Ry = Probability

of switching \vhen not required

R :::: Probability of not switching when required
Py = ~ = .99
~

= R

1

'

Rz RC ~(1-Rz) Rc

Py

+ (1 -~)RzRC~N CArine

Research

Corp. ' 196 )

substituting

Rswn

=

~ ~

= Rns

I\:

+

Rc(FDS +

~ (1-Fu) Rc

Fy -

RIS

Ry

+

Ry· +

Ry -

(1-Rus)

R113

Ry),

l)s

Rc FY

43
=

Ra;

= . 99
=

Rc

CRa:,

+ ZFy - 2

c.9999)

[ ..99 + 2

Fns

c. 99)

Ry)
~

2

(4)

c. 99 (. 99)) J

.9996

~ J = RC I~

RuA _..

Rswn(l-'%A)

Ry

+

RuACl-yRyJ

(S)

= • 9999 I . 9996 (. 9.9) +. 9996 (1-. 99) • 99+. 99 (1- . 9996) , 99J

=

.9.99.8

RswQ = ~

I'RswJ ~c

+ RswJc_1 -~c)

IY + ~c

Cl-~J)pYJ

C6 )

= .999.1.9]98(_.99) + ,99.98(1-.99.) .99+.99(1-.9998) .99]

= .99 9
The product of the series of elements, is given by:

~QJ = RrnA ~ J Rs Q

= •9.89_9 (_. 9.99.81. 9_9_9.9

=
The

.9896

chema tic reduces to:

Figure 1

Figure 11 ... Simplification

The combination at the rema:ining parallel standby switch

re ults in the form

(7)
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RswAO

= RC

2
[(_RsQJ) +~Q/1 ~RsQJ)JY+RsQJ(l-RsQJ)RyJ

= Rc [~QJz

+ zc~QJ

(_8)

- Rsq})RyJ

2

= .999 [(_.9896) (.9896 - (,9896)

2 .99]

= 9996
which y1elds the schematic

I CPS I

1

tJ.I.--SWPJ-0

figure 13,

•I SWD ]---+( AG I

~igure

12 -. Simplification

The resulting equation when solving the final series sche-

matic is

The element values expressed for the humans in the system
represent the probaBility of obtaining their services.

The actual

of an individual service is the product of his pro-

reliabili

bability o serv1ce and his probability of success when in service.

-= RCPS

Rs

0 ~

Rswn R:rn

::: , 941 (_. 99961 (_, 9.9}
=

The

RA

C 9996}

Thus·

. 99_ RA

'

9215 R

no

sets of active parallel elements in Figme number

7 are combined as they were in Figure number 6.

1.

= 9999

Using equation

The

11

equation

~.. .

er"or set

of series e lements are also combined using

CPS =
:: .99 l99) ( . 99)

= . 9 03
The use of equation 3 yields,

=
_ ot e
p

ser1es set 1s combined using the series equation.

=

(9)

= .9

c 98l

=

o_

esc_, atic o
- - - - - - . . . . _._. _.

~

~

Fi renumber 7 reduces to:
I
r

AG ]

DS

I

I
L

_ _ _ _ _ ___

_ t'

Fi gure

14 ~

Fi a re 7 - Simplification
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The standby redundant switching elements can be combin~ed as
in Figure ntnnber 6, using equation's 4, 5 ,6, 7, and 8.

= .9996

= . 9'998
~wQ = Rc r~wJ -~c +

=

.9S99

=

9896

~ AO

[~Q_/

= Rc

RswJ

+ 2 C"RsQJ

Cl-~c)

+

%cCr-·~\TJJRyJ

-Rsq})RyJ

Similarly the rechmdant switching equation and equation
number 9. yields·

Rgvrro = ~ rRroP2 + 2~RmP -: RroP 2)RyJ
-- • 999~9.I

l~ 9 7 0.2)

2
+2 C 9702 ~ l, 9702) ) . 99J

- • ~9_84
The schemat1c of Figure number 7 is;

_.__..

SWD
Figure 15.

Figure 14 - Simplification

Combining the remam.i ng series element groupings the call

relay option yields;

47

= . 9703 (_. 99.84) (.. 9_8) [. 99) (. 9996) (. 99) (. 9996) (. 99) RAG
- . 9.204 RAG

The call transfer option yields;

~B = RCPS ~WTO

Rrn Rrs

= . 9703 C~ Sl984}
~

RC2 -~WAO RAO ~WD Rffi RAG

9~(. 9.9.1. 99

C. 99.96). 9.9(_. 9996) . 99

R.M;

9205 RA:G

Simplr.fying Figure TllllTlBer 8 several interior sets of

elements can
number 1

oe

cOJiibined as 1n the previous systems.

Equation

1elds ;

=

.999g

Simila ly solying the active parrallel dual set yields;
(11)

The results of the use of equation 2 are;
RePS == RC3 RrP
=

99

Rrs

c. 99)

= .9703

99
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RrnL = Rrnc Rr1
= • 9999 C~ 99)

= . 9.899

= • 9999 ( .. 99)

; . 9899

~01;: ~0 Rr1
·= • 9.9
1

c gg_l

= .9801

l1<o1 = l1<o

~ R~

Puc RJL f\m.

(12)

= . 99 (.,99) . 9999 (.,99) . 9999 (. 99)
= • 9604

Three sets of standby redundant switching elements can be

cornbmed using equations 4, 5, and 6.

Rswn

=·

Rc

l1E

CRus

IY - Pns IY

+ 2

= .9996

Rs

J

= Rc[~

RaA + ~D

(l-1\JA)Py + I\JA (l~~nJRyJ

= .9998

Rswq =

Rci~W'J RAC -t~J (l-~c}l)r

+

~C(l-~WJ)Py]

= ,,~99.9_

The combination of ser1es of elements is

R.vAQJ = RrvA ~WJ ~1~
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- • 9899
=

c. 9998) • 9999

9896

A rrodificatian of equation number 8 can be used since

l<vAQJ = RsQJ.

= RC

RswAo

[PyAQJ 2 + Z(J~VAQJ=RyAQJZ)RyJ

= .99.96
Ad ,itional

Rso1

c:

simplificat~on

yields;

~01 ~AO ~WD

= • 9801 (. 999.61 • 99_9_6
= • 9]9.3
RsKOL = Rso1 + ~01 - ~01 ~01
= •
=

9.3 + • 9.604 - . 9793 (. 9.604)

9.9.92

Rrm ~ OL
= • 9_899 c 9.9~l

RsroL =

=

989~1

The schematic of Figure number 8 now exhibits the followi.n g:

Figure 16,

F1gure 8 - Simpllfication

. SO

Reducing the remaining redundant switch results in,
2
.
2

RswroL

=

~

IRsroL

+

Z(~TOL

= .9999 1(.9891) 2
=

-RsroL

)PyJ
2

+ .Zl.9891 ... (.9891) ) .99]

.999.7

The (transfer option) reliabil1ty equation for .Figure nll.TI)ber
8 is.

R3

= RCPS RSl TOL ~0 RAO ~ RAG
- · 9703

G9997)

= .9411

~G

. 99 l. 99)_ ~ 99 RAG

gain in the relay option the citizen RC
ut the operator's reliab±lity

3 is reintroduced

slightly increases,

R3B = RCPS ~ TOL ~0 ~0 ~ RC3 RAG

9703( 9.9.97} ( 9.9_9} (. 991 ( 99.} (. 99) RAG

=

= . 9. 02
Se er 1 sets of series, active parallel , and standby redun nt elements can be combined in Figure number 9 using
equations 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ~ 5 1 6 , , 8 , 9 and 10.

= .9999
RCPS

=

Rrn Rr-P Rrs

= .98(.99.)l.99)
= .9605
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= .9899

=

9996

~ J = RC[~ ROA +

=

Rswn

(l~ROA)l?y + ROA(l-~wJRyJ

.9998

~WQ = Rc[Rs~ J ~c + ~ J Cl-~c)JY
~

+

~cC1 -·%wJlRyJ

• 9.999

=

9896

= •99_96

= .9801
~TO - Rc[RroP

2

2

+

ZCRroP - RroP )PyJ

= .9992
The schematic of Figure number 9 is now

F1gure 17,

Figure~ - S~lification
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To solve for the reliability of the schematic which h.as a
feedback loop, the chain is treated as a series of elements,

R4 = RCPS ~WTO

Rro RCPS

~AO RAO ~WD

.Pns

~G

= . 9605 C 99.92). 99 (_. 9605}, 9.9_96 (. 9.9} ~ 999_6 ( .. 99.l:RAG

= . 8931

RAG

Figure number 10 can b_e simplified by combiillpg the ;interiOT
s ~ets

of independent elements us·i ng equations 1,2 ,5, and 6

Rmc
RCPS

=

RrP + ~c ~ F.TP ~c

~

,9.999

=

Res

RrP·Rrs

- . 99 (. 99) (. 99)
= .. 9703
1

fuen combining the redrmdant switchi?g elements the results

are.

RswJ ;: RcA Rc CRaA + 2JY - 2 RcA Fy
=

.99( 9999)!.9.9 + 2(_.99_) ~ 2(,99) (.99)J

= • 99.98

~ Q = Rcl~J ~c

=

+

RswJ (l-~c)PyJ

9999.

Using equations 11, and 12

= .9999
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::: . 604

~UL

= Rns

.99 (,9999).9998

=

c 9999).9998

= .9

=

.9897
simplification yields;

Furthe
D OL

~WQ ~WJ

= RnoL

+

~01 - ~L~OL

9897 + . 9604 - . 9897 (_. 9604)

==

= . 9996

Ruror

= ~C

DKOL

= . 9999 (_. 9996}
= 9995
T

schem tic of Figu e number 10 is simply

Fi0 re 18.

Figure 10 - Simplification

Sirnpl ify ing

~~ TOL = ~L RC 1l1>TOL + Zl)r -

z ~TOL RyJ

- . 9995(. 9999) [. 9.995+2(_. 99) -..2(. 9995(. 99)]

=

.9998
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Finally, the combining of the resultant series is

Rs

= RCPS ~01 ROD RA
= . 9703 ( . 9998) . 99 RA
- .9604

~
:f\~del

Results

TABLE 3

. "RELIABILITI .M)DEL RESULTS

Personnel Relative
Acting
Per Gent
Furtctio,
n
del Symbol Persunnel
Reliability Improvement

Reliabil1ty

~

Citizen

Dial

.9215

0

RzA

Telephone

Transfer

.9204

- . 12

.9205

-.11

Call

Company

Operator

RzB

Te lephone Relay Call
c~~Y

Operator

~.

Emergency Transfer
Operator Call

• 9.411

2.13

~B

Emergency Relay Gall
Operator

'9_402

2.03

R4

Emergency

• 8937

3 ,02,

Rs

Emergency

~960_4

4~22

Ref~' T

Call

Operator

Di$,patch

Operator
Dispatcher
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Conclusions
Because the constant .reliability elero.ents contained in tb..e
responding agency are cannnon to all the reliability equations,

they can he factored from the reliability equations.

The relative

reliability values aTe employed for comparison purposes.

ThU$

~

although not correct on an absolute relia.Dility basis, the relative comparison is valid,

The resultant relative reliability

alues are compared to the most reliable present system value as
a percentage of improvement.

The resultant relative reliability
~,

alues are lowest for the present use schemes of equations

RzA

and RzB and the call referral scheme of equation R4 .

This

is expected because these configurations were included to demonstrate possible improyement of the proposed systems.

It is

pparent that the estimated reliability values of multiple components in parallel configurations do not significantly affect
the s ·stem reliafiility because their reliability values approach
1~

0 as the numoer of parallel structures increases.
The Telephone Company operator call transfer

call rela:

CRzBl

lRzA1

and

schemes snow no :iJwrovement when compared to
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the citizen dialed scheme

R:J..

value of the call relay scheme

Because the relatiye rellability

CR4) shows even less improyement

(!llore negative improvement shown in Table 3), the inclus;i.on of
this system is not

considered~

The emergency operator call

transfer plan relative reliability CR3A) has positive -results
which is shown in Table ..3.

The emergency operator call relay

scheme also has positive results when compared with

~A

(_Table 3)

but the system relative reliability is lower than that of the
emergency operator call transfer plan.

However, the response

time is low,e r for the emergency operator relay call transfer
scheme due to the relaying operator's emergency training.

The

costs involved are snnilar but may be slightly lJ.?-gher when the
call relay scheme

1..5

mstituted.

t iled rela .ing policies that the

This is due to the more deem~rgency

operator must learn.

The direct dispatch scheme exhibits the highest relative
reliability R7.

Since the nmnber of elements and thus, the

necessary functions to perfonn in this system are small, the
response time is als a the most advantageous.

However, since the

direct dispatch syst,em is the least adaptable and may be the most
expensive to implement, the call relay or call transfer is
suggested as an integrat:ip.g system until the conununicating system
is modif1ed to properly accept the direct dispatCh system,

Suggestions and Further l\foark
Extended capabilities can be real:i~ed through the install~
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at ion of additional communications features.

Some presently

available are forced disconnect, tone application, and hold and
ringback.

Automatic number identification and selective call

routing are the ultimate improvements for emergency COllJillunications

systems, but are presently unavailable for use.

The availability

of these options would alter the system models and deDJonstrate an

easily noticaBle solution to the eme_rging communications p.r oblem,
The future

examinat~on

of the progress of these improvements and

their practicality could be ins·t n.nnental in increasing the system
effectiveness

A full scale simulation would also add greater

insight into the calculation of the expected response time values.
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